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**Author's response to reviews:**

We thank you again for your comments and would like to clarify your questions:

1. Question (Q): Can the authors please note the differences between invasive and semi-invasive?

   Answer (A): Semi-invasive aspergillosis is described in respiratory medicine books. It is also known as chronic necrotising aspergillosis. It differs from the invasive form because it's focal, often cavitating and evolves slowly over time.

2. Q: Was there histological evidence of tissue invasion by Aspergillus in the surgical lung biopsies? It should be stated in the article.

   A: Yes there was. The affirmation was added to the text.

3. Q: The manuscript still requires minor corrections for style, language, and spelling.

   A: We made more corrections. In the case of remaining language mistakes, we ask you please to point out the paragraphs.